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👛AWFDY?👛 
 
WTF?  
 
Qatar is finalizing plans for spy plane project in
#LeningradLindsey’s South Carolina 
 
The project led by Qatari-owned firm Barzan Aeronautical,
has been in the planning stages for the last several years.  
 
Qatari officials have visited South Carolina

👛AWFDY2👛 

 

TX GOP Will Hurd will not seek re-election  

 

North Carolina Republican Operative Indicted in Connection With Election Fraud 

 

Pelosi says Trump should ask ‘slumlord’ Jared Kushner about Baltimore 

 

Rep. Elijah Cummings’ Baltimore Home Burglarized #ReadTheCummingsReport
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👛AWFDY3👛 

 

Barrack’s Colony Capital brought in Saudi Arabia's Public Fund when it invested in

digital infrastructures such after Trump's election. 

 

CC worked with Digital Bridge to form a $4B investment vehicle & since June, Colony

agreed to acquire Digital Bridge.
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👛AWFDY4👛 

 

The size of the Saudi investment hasn't been disclosed. 

 

Meanwhile, Colony & PIF are doung another deal in which they would co-invest in

Legendary Entertainment, a Hollywood studio. 

. 

Judge blocks NY from giving Trump's state tax returns to the House. Venue issue.

👛AWFDY5👛 

 

Democrats Face Steeper Test for Next Debate: 

 

Campaign Update 

 

Just 7 Democratic presidential candidates have qualified so far for the third round of

debates, set for September in Houston: 

 

Biden 

Booker 

Buttigieg 

Harris 

O’Rourke 

Sanders 

Warren
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👛AWFDY6👛 

 

Senate Passions Flare as Graham Pushes Divisive Immigration Bill 

 

Graham broke longstanding congressional rules to advance a complete overhaul of

U.S. asylum requirements, a bill that would authorize the U.S. to detain immigrant

children indefinitely.😱

👛AWFDY7👛 

 

“This idea is a bunch of malarkey,” Biden accused his peers of underselling the

trillions of $$ that a “Medicare for all”-plan might cost. 

 

“I don’t know what math you do in NY, I don’t know what math you do in CA. But I

tell ya, that’s a lot of 💰.”
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👛AWFDY8👛 

 

Matthew Whitaker will join a political consulting firm organized by allies of Texas

Senator Ted Cruz. 

#GOPmobNetwork 

 

A former North Korean envoy to Italy, who disappeared last year, has left the

European country and is under protection at an unidentified location.

👛AWFDY9👛 

 

Boris Johnson ally’s firm secretly ran Facebook propaganda network 

via Sir Lynton Crosby’s firm CTF. 

 

CTF built unbranded disinformation pages for Saudi Arabia & major polluters &

flooded FB with 

advertisements for fake ‘grassroots’ movements for a no-deal Brexit
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👛AWFDY9👛 

 

These fake ad campaigns are secretly overseen by employees of Sir Lynton Crosby’s

lobbying company and a former adviser to Boris Johnson 

 

Judge overturns IRS rule that shielded political donors’ identities 

 

Roger Stone Loses Motion to Dismiss Indictment by Mueller

0:00

👛AWFDY10👛 

 

FBI document warns conspiracy theories are a new domestic terrorism threat 

 

FBI doc notes that the origins of QAnon is the conspiratorial belief that “Q,” allegedly

a gov’t official, “posts classified info online to reveal a covert effort, led by Trump, to

dismantle
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👛AWFDY11👛 

 

QAnon: A conspiracy involving ‘deep state’ actors and global elites allegedly engaged

in an international child sex trafficking ring.” aka #Pizzagate 

 

Dem should talk more abtTrump’s weakness & unpopularity 

 

Baltimore airport officials find another rocket launcher

👛AWFDY12👛 

 

U.S. Gov’t Can't Find Files On Investigation Into Nuclear Arms Plant 

 

More than 60 boxes of docs from an investigation into violations at Rocky Flats, a

former nuclear weapons plant, have gone missing. 
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Nigeria is on the brink of eliminating polio, thanks to women

0:00

👛AWFDY13👛 

 

UNICEF & volunteers, mostly have spearheaded vaccination efforts that many

experts believe will soon lead to a polio-free Nigeria. 

 

Why is a Leading Estonian Think Tank Working Alongside Ukraine’s Far Right? 

 

Three NRA board members resign in latest sign of upheaval

👛AWFDY14👛 

 

Robert F. Kennedy’s Granddaughter Saoirse Hill, dies at 22 After Overdose  

 

Cousin of XIt’s Jinping Accused of Organized Crime 

 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EA7mQudVUAA9ZwN.jpg


The inv’n focuses on how Chai & Zhou are connected and if their business interests

concerning Crown Casinos constitutes as organized crime

👛AWFDY16👛 

 

Barclays, JP Morgan among banks facing UK class action over forex-rigging 

 

Chinese Gas Companies Make Daily Gas Shipments to North Korea, Ignoring

Sanctions Limits 

Local sources say Chinese companies are teaming up to sell gas in large quantities

across the border.

👛AWFDY17👛 

 

Trump Org Subpoenaed for Docs Related to Stormy Daniels Hush Payment 

 

Hong Kong’s Nightmare Scenario Is Chinese Troops on City Streets 

 

Trump’s ‘Crazy’ Drug Import Plan Stirs Supply Fears in Canada 

 

NC Republican Operative Indicted in Connection With Election Fraud
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👛AWFDY18👛 

 

DOJ Won’t Prosecute Comey for Release of Memos With Classified Information 

 

Ex-FBI chief says he hoped memos would trigger appointment of special prosecutor 

 

Pentagon Delays Award of $10 Billion Cloud Computing Contract 

 

Saudi Arabia Makes Dissidents Disappear

👛AWFDY19👛 

 

Acting DHS chief: Family separations 'not worth it' from enforcement perspective 

 

Top Defector Tells of Spying, Stealing and Mutiny in Venezuela 
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Cuba, Russia, China, Turkey and Iran remain allies helping the Maduro regime stay

in power, Figuera said.

👛AWFDY20👛 

 

The U.S. Federal Trade Commission is investigating whether Facebook Inc

acquisitions were aimed at buying up potential rivals before they could become a

threat to the social media company. 

 

Arabic, Muslim symbols ordered taken down in China's capital

👛AWFDY21👛 

 

Senate passes two-year budget and debt ceiling bill, will send it to Trump 

 

Scarcely a month goes by without the Russian Ministry of Defense or President Putin

himself boasting of a new game-changing miracle weapon — what Germans once

called a wunderwaffe.
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Revealed: Johnson ally’s firm secretly ran Facebook propaganda network 

 

Sir Lynton Crosby’s firm CTF has built unbranded disinformation pages for Saudi

Arabia and major polluters 

 

Revealed: Johnson ally’s firm secretly ran Facebook propaganda netw…
Sir Lynton Crosby’s firm CTF has built unbranded disinformation pages for Saudi
Arabia and major polluters

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2019/aug/01/revealed-johnson-allys-firm-secretly…

Trump Organization Subpoenaed for Documents Related to Stormy Daniels Hush

Payment 

Trump Organization Subpoenaed for Documents Related to Stormy Da…
Manhattan state prosecutors have subpoenaed the Trump Organization for
documents related to a hush payment to a former adult-film star during the 2016
election, according to a person familiar with th…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-organization-subpoenaed-for-documents-related-to…

Trump Organization Subpoenaed for Documents Related to Stormy Daniels Hush

Payment 

 

Full link:  
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Trump Organization Subpoenaed for Documents Related to Stormy Da…
Manhattan state prosecutors have subpoenaed the Trump Organization for
documents related to a hush payment to a former adult-film star during the 2016
election, according to a person familiar with th…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-organization-subpoenaed-for-documents-related-to…

Granddaughter of Robert F. Kennedy Dies After Overdose at Family’s Compound 

Granddaughter of Robert F. Kennedy Dies After Overdose at Family’s …
The authorities responded to an overdose at the home of Ethel Kennedy, 91, in
Hyannis Port, Mass.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/01/us/kennedy-compound-overdose.html

A series of hugely influential Facebook advertising campaigns that appear to be

separate ‘grassroots’ movements for a no-deal Brexit are secretly overseen by

employees of Sir Lynton Crosby’s lobbying company and a former adviser to Boris

Johnson 

'Grassroots' Facebook Brexit ads secretly run by staff of Lynton Crosb…
Exclusive: ‘grassroots’ groups that spent up to £1m on targeted Facebook ads
share administrator who works for lobbying firm

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2019/apr/03/grassroots-facebook-brexit-ads-secr…

Democrats should talk more about Trump’s weakness and unpopularity 
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Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/08/01/democrats-should-talk-more-ab…

Barclays (BARC.L), JP Morgan (JPM.N), RBS (RBS.L), UBS and Citigroup (C.N) are

being sued by investors over allegations they rigged the global foreign exchange

market, in a test of U.S.-style class actions in Britain. 

Barclays, JP Morgan among banks facing UK class action over...
Barclays , JP Morgan , RBS , UBS and Citigroup are being sued by investors over
allegations they rigged the global foreign exchange market, in a test of U.S.-style
class actions in Britain.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-banks-forex-lawsuit-idUSKCN1UO0LG

The Truth About Tulsi 

 

Patrick
@TrickFreee

.@TulsiGabbard’s consultant, Chris Cooper of the Potomac 
Square Group, is no ordinary Russian agent.  Cooper is allegedly 
one of seven identified as being at the center of illegal Russian 
lobbying efforts reaching into the Trump campaign and 
Congress.hawaiifreepress.com/ArticlesMain/t…

399 12:52 AM - Apr 19, 2018

383 people are talking about this

More About Tulsi #ControlledOpposition 
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Virginia Heffernan
@page88

Prediction for Facebook users: certain lefties are going to see the 
zone flooded with Tulsi Gabbard comms—and attacks on 
Kamala Harris—that will look weird and may not be 
exactly...homegrown. twitter.com/googletrends/s…

GoogleTrends @GoogleTrends
Before and after: the #DemDebate candidates in 
search.trends.google.com/trends/story/U…#CNNDebate

4,371 3:29 AM - Aug 1, 2019

2,812 people are talking about this

Russia's propaganda machine discovers 2020 Democratic candidate Tulsi Gabbard 

Experts who track websites and social media linked to Russia have seen stirrings of a

possible campaign of support for Hawaii Democrat Tulsi Gabbard. 

Russia's propaganda machine discovers 2020 Dem contender Tulsi Ga…
An NBC News analysis of the main English-language sites used by Russia in its
2016 election meddling shows Hawaii Democrat Tulsi Gabbard has admirers in
Moscow.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2020-election/russia-s-propaganda-machine-discov…

The U.S. Federal Trade Commission is investigating whether Facebook Inc

acquisitions were aimed at buying up potential rivals before they could become a

threat to the social media company. 
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U.S. FTC probes Facebook's acquisition practices - WSJ
The U.S. Federal Trade Commission is investigating whether Facebook Inc
acquisitions were aimed at buying up potential rivals before they could become a
threat to the social media company, the Wall S…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-ftc-idUSKCN1UR5I3

U.S. Government Can't Find Files On Investigation Into Nuclear Arms Plant 

 

More than 60 boxes of documents from an investigation into violations at Rocky

Flats, a former nuclear weapons plant, have gone missing. 

U.S. Government Can't Find Files On Investigation Into Nuclear Arms …
More than 60 boxes of documents from an investigation into violations at Rocky
Flats, a former nuclear weapons plant, have gone missing.

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/rocky-flats-documents-missing_n_5d41d5b2e4b0d24c…

The Qatari military is finalizing plans to invest in South Carolina as part of its efforts

to develop and produce surveillance aircraft, according to company documents and

two sources with knowledge of the project’s timeline. WTF?  

Qatar Finalizing Plans for Spy Plane Project in South Carolina
‘It’s more than just an economic decision,’ one analyst says. It’s a part of a broad
campaign to sway opinion in the United States. Look out below.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/qatar-finalizing-plans-for-spy-plane-project-in-south-car…

Tom Barrack Snagged Saudi Money After Trump Transition Meetings 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-01/tom-barrack-snagged-

saudi-money-after-trump-transition-meetings

Cyber Warfare: Army Deploys 'Social Media Warfare' Division To Fight Russia 
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Cyber Warfare: Army Deploys 'Social Media Warfare' Division To Fight …
Britain has formed a new cyber warfare unit to fight Russia "above and below the
threshold of conventional conflict." Part of the remit of the new unit is taking on
Russia across the social media pla…

https://www.forbes.com/sites/zakdoffman/2019/08/01/social-media-warfare-new-militar…

Lindsey Graham Is So Scared Of Trump Impeachment That He’s Threatening The

House 

Lindsey Graham Is So Scared Of Trump Impeachment That He’s Threat…
Sen. Lindsey Graham warns that there would be collateral damage if the House
tries to impeach Donald Trump. l

https://www.politicususa.com/2019/07/31/lindsey-graham-is-so-scared-of-trump-impea…

Senate Passions Flare as Graham Pushes Divisive Immigration Bill 

 

Graham broke longstanding congressional rules to advance a complete overhaul of

U.S. asylum requirements, a bill that would authorize the U.S. to detain immigrant

children indefinitely. 

Senate Passions Flare as Graham Pushes Divisive Immigration Bill
Republican Senator Lindsey Graham broke longstanding congressional rules
Thursday to advance a complete overhaul of U.S. asylum requirements, a bill that
would authorize the United States to detain
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would authorize the United States to detain…

https://www.courthousenews.com/senate-passions-flare-as-graham-pushes-divisive-im…

Judge overturns IRS rule that shielded political donors’ identities 

Judge overturns IRS rule that shielded political donors’ identities
The ruling upends a change the IRS made last year that let Section 501(c)4
groups, known as “social welfare” organizations, keep their donor lists private.

https://www.latimes.com/business/story/2019-07-31/judge-overturns-irs-rule-shielded-p…

Exclusive: FBI document warns conspiracy theories are a new domestic terrorism

threat 

H/T @pinche_pi 

 

Exclusive: FBI document warns conspiracy theories are a new domest…
The FBI for the first time has identified fringe conspiracy theories as a domestic
terrorist threat, according to a previously unpublicized document obtained by Yahoo
News.

https://news.yahoo.com/fbi-documents-conspiracy-theories-terrorism-160000507.html…

“This idea is a bunch of malarkey,” Biden accused his peers of underselling the

trillions of $$ that a “Medicare for all”-plan might cost. 

 

“I don’t know what math you do in NY, I don’t know what math you do in CA. But I

tell ya, that’s a lot of 💰.”  
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Joe Biden Did Fine, and That Might Have Been Enough
The former vice president had a lot to prove. To those who had written him off after
the first debate, he had this to say: “malarkey.”

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/us/politics/debate-joe-biden.html?smid=nytcore-i…

Why is a Leading Estonian Think Tank Working Alongside Ukraine’s Far Right? 

Why is a Leading Estonian Think Tank Working Alongside Ukraine’s F…
On the night of April 20, 2018, members of Ukrainian far-right group C14 filmed
themselves attacking a Roma camp in Kyiv. One senior member of the group even
boasted about the attack in social media …

https://www.bellingcat.com/news/uk-and-europe/2019/08/01/why-is-a-leading-estonian…

Cousin of Chinese President Accused of Organized Crime 

 

The investigation focuses on how Chai and Zhou are connected and if their business

interests concerning Crown Casinos constitutes as organized crime. 

Cousin of Chinese President Accused of Organized Crime
Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project

https://www.occrp.org/en/daily/10370-cousin-of-chinese-president-accused-of-organize…

Top Defector Tells of Spying, Stealing and Mutiny in Venezuela 
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Top Defector Tells of Spying, Stealing and Mutiny in Venezuela
(Bloomberg) -- Days after being named chief of Venezuela’s feared Sebin
intelligence agency last fall, General Manuel Ricardo Cristopher Figuera was called
in by President Nicolas Maduro and asked wh…

https://news.yahoo.com/top-defector-tells-spying-stealing-090000560.html#

🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

Has Barrack been indicted yet? FCPA, AFA, FARA & Lobbying Act... – Mad Dog PAC 

Has Barrack been indicted yet? FCPA, AFA, FARA & Lobbying Act...
  Has Barrack been indicted on FCPA?   How about FARA?   How about LDA?    
You might find last Spring’s FARA write up informative because I think it’s time to
do a far deeper dive into my most fav…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/has-barrack-been-indicted-yet

No One Is Safe: How Saudi Arabia Makes Dissidents Disappear 

No One Is Safe: How Saudi Arabia Makes Dissidents Disappear
The assassination of Jamal Khashoggi was no aberration. A Vanity Fair
investigation reveals how Saudi Arabia attempts to abduct, repatriate—and
sometimes murder—citizens it regards as enemies of the …

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/07/how-saudi-arabia-makes-dissidents-disappear

Trump’s ‘Crazy’ Drug Import Plan Stirs Supply Fears in Canada 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-01/trump-s-crazy-drug-

import-plan-stirs-supply-fears-in-canada

Somalia Leader Renounces U.S. Citizenship Amid Trump’s Rhetoric 

https://www bloomberg com/news/articles/2019-08-01/somalia-leader-renounces-
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019 08 01/somalia leader renounces

u-s-citizenship-amid-trump-s-rhetoric

The cities of the future used to feature flying cars. A warming world demands new

dreams. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/07/31/cities-future-used-feature-flying-…

🏵Epstein🏵 

 

Justice is Served
@pleasesaveour

Another Epstein/Trump thread  
 
For the better part of two decades starting in the late 1980s, 
Jeffrey Epstein and Donald Trump swam in the same social pool. 
They were neighbors in Florida. They jetted from LaGuardia to 
Palm Beach together. washingtonpost.com/politics/donal…
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26 people are talking about this

Donald Trump and Jeffrey Epstein partied together. Then an o…
Trump has not said why his relationship with Epstein ruptured, only
that it happened about 15 years ago. At the time, the two men were
washingtonpost.com

Trump loyalist John Ratcliffe Is a Dangerous Pick for Director of National

Intelligence  

 

That’s a recipe for the type of geopolitical mistake that gets Americans killed. 
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John Ratcliffe Is a Dangerous Pick for Director of National Intelligence
The director of national intelligence's main job is to speak truth to power. Trump's
nominee, John Ratcliffe, seems destined to do the opposite.

https://www.wired.com/story/john-ratcliffe-dni-trump-nominee-danger/

Debate Night 2: The ‘On Politics’ Breakdown 

Debate Night 2: The ‘On Politics’ Breakdown
Senator Cory Booker entered the 2020 race preaching the gospel of “radical love.”
Well, the love is gone.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/01/us/politics/debate-2-breakdown.html

Trump’s Former Acting Attorney General Lands Political Consulting Job 

 

Former acting Attorney General and Donald Trump loyalist Matt Whitaker will join a

political consulting firm organized by allies of Texas Senator Ted Cruz. 

Trump’s Former Acting Attorney General Lands Political Consulting Job
Former acting Attorney General and Donald Trump loyalist Matt Whitaker will join a
political consulting firm organized by allies of Texas Senator Ted Cruz.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-01/trump-s-former-acting-attorney-…

Scarcely a month goes by without the Russian Ministry of Defense or President Putin

himself boasting of a new game-changing miracle weapon — what Germans once

called a wunderwaffe. 
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Opinion | Putin’s Fancy Weapons? Everything Old Is New Again
The super-destructive weapons touted by Russia’s president aren’t as original, or
functional, as he claims.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/30/opinion/putins-fancy-weapons-everything-old-is-n…

'Smoking gun': Huawei staff employment records link them to Chinese military

agencies 

https://nationalpost.com/news/world/smoking-gun-huawei-staff-employment-

records-link-them-to-chinese-military-agencies

Democrats Face Steeper Test for Next Debate: Campaign Update 

 

Just 7 Democratic presidential candidates have qualified so far for the third round of

debates, set for September in Houston: 

 

Biden 

Booker 

Buttigieg 

Harris 

O’Rourke 

Sanders 

Warren 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-01/climate-divides-purists-

pragmatists-at-debate-campaign-update

🏵Excellent Thread🏵 

 

Call Paul's Boutique
@modernhomesla

Don't ya <3 a good Classic? 
 
Paul does too. 
 
Especially when it  
details his continued 
corruption + disloyalty 
2 America since,  
September 1, 1990 
 
But, it's a grt point 
2 exposing Donald tRUmp, 
Ultimate Phoney#Ivana 
"After the Gold Rush" 
by Marie Brennervanityfair.com/magazine/2015/…
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See Call Paul's Boutique's other Tweets

George Soros sets up new super PAC for 2020 election 

George Soros sets up new super PAC for 2020 election
He's already plowed $5.1 million into the super PAC, FEC filing shows.

https://www.axios.com/george-soros-new-super-pac-for-2020-election-90d348f0-60b2-…

‼ ICYMI‼  

 

The Kolomoisky Family’s Hidden Swiss Assets 

The Kolomoisky Family’s Hidden Swiss Assets - OCCRP
Larisa Chertok owns or has owned a lot of extremely nice things in Switzerland and
France, from villas on the shores of Lake Geneva to mega-yachts moored on the
Cote d’Azur.

https://www.occrp.org/en/investigations/sidebar/the-kolomoisky-familys-hidden-swiss-a…

Billionaire Ukrainian Oligarch Ihor Kolomoisky Under Investigation by FBI 
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Billionaire Ukrainian Oligarch Ihor Kolomoisky Under Investigation by …
Ihor Kolomoisky, who’s been accused of ordering contract killings and is said to be
behind the comic who may win Ukraine’s presidency, is being probed for alleged
financial crimes.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/billionaire-ukrainian-oligarch-ihor-kolomoisky-under-inv…

💰James Packer & TeamTrump 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Tales of Global Casino scandals & Their Many Ties to 
TeamTrump & Associates 
 
James Packer & Lawerence Ho’s Crown Resorts’ emerging 
Organized Crime & Foreign Influence Agents 
Scandals#TipOfIceberg #CrownResorts
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H/T @pinche_pi 

Lewis Wake
@lewiswake

R l i t @l i k
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Replying to @lewiswake

Austin Powers vs Taylor Swift
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Learn Something
@EarnKnowledge

How the solar system actually travels through the galaxy 
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Astronomers have discovered a 'super-Earth' just 31 light-years away. But, is it

habitable or glacial? 
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Astronomers have discovered a 'super-Earth' just 31 light-years away. …
Astronomers discovered a 'super-Earth' orbiting a dwarf sun 31 light-years away. If
the planet has a thick atmosphere it may be able to support life.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/07/31/super-earth-potentially-habita…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Nancy Williams
@NanabananaNancy

“We are so powerful, so good. So strong and so resilient. So 
communal, each with our own strengths combined together 
cannot be broken.”~ @t_pletch  
 
Dedicated to all the sisters, mothers, daughters & sons here. 
This thread is the inspiration of Moosey 
youtu.be/kNKu1uNBVkU

 YouTube  @YouTube
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Wina
@wawinaApr

This dog is friends with a crow and it's like a real life Pixar movie 
  

This is the greatest video ive ever seen..   
 
(jinxtheclown)
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Tom Hall 
@TomHall

Pole Dancing for exercise  
 
is BIG in Los Angeles! 
 

#ThursdayThoughts #Bears 
#ImOldEnoughToRememberWhen  
via @Protect_Wldlife pls follow

3,465 2:23 PM - Aug 1, 2019

1,416 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

I don’t know abt you but my patience is wearing thin. It’s been three years of absolute

horror & we seem only baby steps toward any resolution—the damage to our

Republic, psyches & souls is enormous. I get the big picture & appreciate

complications, but when?
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Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour
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@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @Deaf2Cheka @ericgarland
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

July 31, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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